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Highlights

- Remote experience at Nanuk Polar Bear Lodge (A National Geographic Unique Lodge of the World)
- Wildlife viewing opportunities and guided daily treks from the Lodge
- Flight seeing opportunities between Churchill and Nanuk Polar Bear Lodge
- Guided Churchill tour with stops at Parks Canada exhibit, Itsanitaq Museum, Polar Bear Jail. 

Inclusions

- 2 Nights Hotel Accommodation in Winnipeg
- 5 Nights at Nanuk Polar Bear Lodge
- Meals: 6 Dinners, 5 breakfasts, 5 lunches 
- Rain gear and rubber boots available at the lodge, subject to size availability.

Exclusions

- Items (attractions and sightseeing & entrance fees) not listed as included in the itinerary
- Pre/post accommodation
- Tips and gratuities
- Travel insurance (Strongly recommended, ask us for a quote!)

* Subject to 8.5% taxes. Single pricing when sharing with another solo traveller is the same cost as double occupancy. Single supplements will apply if
you wish to have a private room, please call for pricing.

Itinerary

Day 1: Arrive Winnipeg

Settle into your hotel before joining the rest of your group for an orientation dinner.

Overnight: Winnipeg

Included Meal(s): Dinner

Day 2: Winnipeg to Chuchill
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You will depart Winnipeg for Churchill early in the morning. Upon arrival in Churchill, you'll be transferred by private charter for your
one-hour flight to Nanuk Polar Bear Lodge. You might even see wildlife on-route to the lodge so keep your cameras ready! Upon
arrival, you'll have a quick tour of the lodge and shown your room. Enjoy lunch before heading out on your first excursion, you'll be
thoroughly debriefed regarding your stay in polar bear country. Your first day includes an afternoon of exploring the coastline in
search of the "Great Ice Bear."•  Back at the lodge, enjoy appetizer hour followed by one of our signature tundra-inspired meals.
Evenings typically include an informative lecture or slide show presentation narrated by one of Churchill Wild's knowledgeable guides
or staff. On clear nights, you may also have a chance to view one of the spectacular aurora borealis displays common at this latitude.

Overnight: Churchill

Included Meal(s): Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Day 3 to 5: Nature, Polar Bears and Photography

Each morning after a hot breakfast, your guides will outline a plan for the day's excursions. If there are bears near the Lodge, your
morning tour may be delayed to take advantage of these photo and observation opportunities. The lodge is always staffed, so you
also have the option to stay behind and take photos of the wildlife around the Lodge or just relax and enjoy the pristine view. Daily
outings may include the following, depending on weather and ground conditions:-Coastal exploration to the tidal flats and Hudson Bay
shoreline on foot or one our specially outfitted all-terrain vehicles, another option may be an exploration of the river deltas and vast
beach ridges of this pristine area or staying close to the Lodge to take advantage of opportunities to photograph the polar bears and
other wildlife. Churchill Wild staff will monitor the skies after dark and provide a gentle wake-up call if the northern lights make an
appearance.

Overnight: Churchill

Included Meal(s): Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Day 6: Final Wildlife Viewing Opportunities

After breakfast you will begin your journey back to Churchill. Some amazing aerial shots of the area will be viewable so keep your
cameras handy. Before your flight back to Winnipeg you'll spend the day exploring Churchill with a tour guide learning about its rich
history as a seaport and ex-military town. Visit the Parks Canada exhibit, the Itsanitaq Museum and the Polar Bear Jail. Have the
opportunity to purchase some last-minute souvenirs before your group dinner. Your flight south to Winnipeg will take place this
evening.

Overnight: Winnipeg

Included Meal(s): Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Day 7: Depart Winnipeg

Today you will depart your hotel and return home.

Overnight: 
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